CHAPTER 18

Morality Is for Choosing Sides
Peter DeScioli
Robert Kurzban

Why did moral judgment evolve?

To help people choose sides when conflicts erupt within groups with
complex coalitions and power hierarchies.

Theories of inorality have largely tried to explain the brighter side of behavior, answeri11g questio11s about wl1y people behave ii1
ways that are kind, generous, and good. Our
proposal focuses not on explaining n1oral
behavior but, rather, on explaining inoral
judgn1ent. Co11sider son1eone readi11g a
news story abot1t a rnan who pays a woman
to have sex with him. Many people wot1ld
judge-in an intuitive way (Haidt, 2012)that both the man's and woman's actions are
n1orally wrong. O t1r interest lies in the explanation for these and similar judgments.
Theories that atte1npt to explain moral
behavior often point to altruism or benefits
(de Waal, 1996; Krebs, 2005; Ridley, 1996;
Wright, 1994). The theory of reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971), for instance, explains
why people enter into voluntary exchanges
with one another: to reap the benefits of
trade. Such theoretical moves are considerably less straightforward for explai11i11g
moral judg1ne11t. For exan1ple, co11den1ni11g the excl1a11ge of sex for n1oney does 11ot
tra11sparently confer benefits to tl1e condemner.

What, then, might be the benefits gained
tl1rough moral judgn1e11ts? Consider a situatio11 in wl1ich a perso11 accuses so1neo11e of
witchcraft, such as in Arthur Miller's The
Crucible. Specifically, suppose tl1at a you11g,
low-status wo1na11 accuses an older, more
pron1i11ent wo111an of witchcraft. Other
members of the commt1nity can respond in
a few different ways.
One obviot1s move for a self-interested
observer is to curry favor with the higherstatus wornan. Choosing sides based on status often occurs in very hierarchical groups
such as tl1e inilitary (Fiske, 1992). It is also
observed i11 11onl1uma11 ani111als: For i11stance, hyenas join fights and st1pport the
higher-statt1s and more formidable fighter
(Holekamp, Sakai, & Lt1ndriga11, 2007).
This strategy has a downside: It empovvers
high-status individuals to win all of their
confl icts and hence gives them an incentive to exploit other people; they esse11tially
become dictators (Boehm, 1999). Eve11 so,
individuals ca11 benefit by sidi11g with dictators because tl1ey avoid 1naki11g po\verful e11e1nies. Hovvever, humans often do the oppo177
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site, siding w ith the lovver-status accuser, as
in the hypothetical (and actual) witchcraft
case. When might siding with. the lower-status accuser be ai1 advantage?
A. second strategy for choosing sides is
based on relationsl1ips: Support closer family or friends, even if they are lower status.
Individt1als can gain by supporting allies if
those allies in turn support them in the fu ture. But alliances have a downside too: If
each disputant has a cohort of cl()Se friends,
then tl1e dispute will expa11d to include more
people 011 each side and could be even 1nore
costly to both the original disputa11ts ai1d
their supporters. R esearch shows that alliances can be extren1ely da1nagi11g at every
scale of co11flict, fro111 perso11al to international disputes (Snyder, 1984, 1997; Cooney,
1998, 2003).
Although humans often support their
friends and family in conflicts, they do not
always do so. This was the case in The Cru cible and in numerous real-world witchcraft
acct1sations. Many societies judge black
magic to be so morally vvro11g that it gives
cause to abandon C>ne's closest frie11ds a11d
even to seek their death. Executions for
witchcraft contint1e in modern times. In
Indi a, for instance, the National Crime Records Bureau documented 2,097 murders of
accused witches betwee11 2000 and 2012,
despite new laws prohibiting witch hunts
(Kapoor, 2015). Around the world, similarly fatal judgments regularly occur for pren1arital sex, 110111osexuality, blasphe111y, ai1d
other harmless offenses that are punishable
by death in so1ne societies (Appiah, 2010;
Levy, 1993; Sarhan & Burke, 2009; United
Nations C:ommission on Human Rights,
2000). How could it be advantageous to
tur11 agai11st so1neo11e, eve11 fa111ily a11d
frie11ds, inerely because they have (allegedly)
done so1nething deemed morally wrc>11g by
the commu11ity?
We have proposed (DeScioli & Kurzba11,
2013) that the be11efit of siding with inoralistic accusers occurs wl1en other third parties
to the conflict do so as well. Moral judgme11t fu11ctions as a side-taking strategy and
provides ai1 alter11ative strategy to choosi11g
sides based on status or relationships. Moral
side-takers choose sides based 011 actions.
They oppose the disputant \vho has taken
the more morally wr()ng action-whether

prostitt1tion, witchcra ft, homicide, or blasphemy-as established by previous moral
debates in the commt1nity.
The moral side-taking strategy avoids two
key problems with choosi11g sides based on
status and allia11ces. First, observers do not
empower dictators becat1se they do r1ot al\vays side \Vith the same people. Second, they
do r1ot create esca lating and expanding alliances becat1se observers all choose the same
side, provided they use the san1e moral rules.
Moral judgment allows observers to dynamically coordinate their side-taki11g cl1oices i11
the se11se that they all take tl1e san1e side,
but tl1ey ca11 also dy11an1ically cha11ge whom
tl1ey support based 011 the actions each party
has taken. 'N otice that moral side-taking is
effective at coordination only when everyone agrees, or at least acknowledges, what
counts as a morally wrong action.
Hence, 1noral judgment adds to the human
repertoire of strategies for managing other
people's co11flicts. It does i1ot e11tirely displace ba11dvvago11 or alliance strategies because choosing sides is a coordinatio11 game,
and coordinatic)n games have rnultiple ec1uilibria (Schelling, 1960). But morality does
explain why people sometimes oppose powerful people a11d close friends-because n10rality is designed for exactly this purpose, so
as to avoid the costs of those strategies.
T he side-taki11g theory explains why moral
co11demnation ca11 be so destructive. Moral
co11de111nation causes great har1n to alleged
wrongdoers for harmless or beneficial l')ehaviors, including witchcraft, premarital
sex, homosexuality, interest-bearing loans,
and scientific research. Popu lar theories of
morality based on cooperation (de Waal,
1996; K.rebs, 2005; Ridley, 1996; Wright,
1994) predict that i11oral judg111e11t will ge11erally maxin1ize welfare, but i11stead rna11y
huma11s seek prison or death for harrnless
offe11ses. In co11trast, tl1e side-taking tl1eory
is cc>nsistent with this destrt1ctive behavior
becat1se rnoral judgment functions not to
promote welfare but to synchronize sidetaki11g, even if doing so harms many otl1ers.
T his view of moral ju.dgment ex plains
another importa11t 1noral phenome11011: people's decisions to con1ply with n1oral rules
eve11 when breaki11g the rules benefits the111.
In a socia l world in which the community
gangs up against wrongdoers, it is C()Stly
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to engage in prohibited actions. The sidetaking hypothesis therefore simt1ltaneously
accot1nts for condemnation as well as conscience, psychological mechanisms designed
to inhibit actions deemed wrong by the local
com1nun1ty.
The side-taking theory explai11s why people's moralistic punisl1ments are aimed at
retribution rather than deterrence, as documented by moral psychology (Carlsmith,
Darley, & Robinson, 2002). The()ries based
on cooperation straigl1tforwardly predict
that inoralistic pt1nishment will aim at deterring harmful behavior. I11stead, people
seek retributio11 for wrongdoers independe11t of the potential for pu11ishment to deter
future viola tio11s. Tl1e side-tal<ing account
holds that an observer's retrib11tive motives
are designed to direct their aggression toward the weaker side of a dispute in order
to convincingly join the stronger side, where
the stronger side in this case means the side
with the moral high ground and hence the
n1ajority of supporters. Moralistic pu11isl11nent is retributive becat1se it is desig11ed for
side-taking rather tl1an deterring harm.
The side-taking theory also explai11s why
1noral judgment includes an ideal of imparti ality. Altho11gh people's j11dgments are, in
fact, often biased and partial, people at tl1e
same time advocate an ideal of i111partiality,
especially for their opponent's jt1dgments.
T he side-taking hypothesis holds that tl1e
ideal of i1npartiality functions to decouple
moral side-tal<ing fro111 alliances, ulti1nately
to avoid the costs of escalating alliances in
disputes.
Finally, this theory illt1minates variation
in moral rules across individuals and groups.
If the dynam ic coordination view is correct,
tl1e11 1na11y different 1noral rules could serve
the function of sy11chro11izing side-tal<ing, as
1011g as tl1e local community agrees on the
rt1les. Different societies have different types
of conflicts, and people mint new moral
rules to cover the1n. Further, individ11als can
differ in how they are personally affected
by particular ru.les. For instance, people
who pu.rsue short-tern1 mating are worse
off wl1en pron1iscuit)7 is 1noralized and punisl1ed (Kurzban, Dukes, & Weeden, 2010;
Weeden, 2003). Otl1er people wl10 pursue
long-term mating might benefit from moralizing promisct1ity in the interest of g11ard-
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ing their mates. These differences in incentives explai n why people differ and disagree
about moral rules (D eScioli, Mass en koff,
Shaw, Petersen, & K.urzban, 2014; Kurzban
et al., 2010; R obinso11 & Kurzban, 2007).

Historical Context
The historical context for the side-taking
theory includes two parallel but mostly
separate research stra11ds: moral psychology
a11d evolutio11ary theories of inorality.
Research in moral psychology has focused
011 proxin1ate psychological questions. Studies typically exa1nine people's 111oral judg1ne11ts about someo11e's actions (or i11actio11s)
in controlled vignettes. Researchers tend to
examine issues such as selfish motives versus the greater good, compliance with moral
ru les w hen anonymous, intentional versus
accidental violations, taboo trade-offs between wrongful actions and overall \velfare,
and the desire to pu11ish vvro11gdoers (reviewed i11 Haidt, 2012).
This research traditio11 in 1noral psychology has been largely silent about the evol11tionary functions that explain why h11mans
make moral judgments at all. Many researchers either do not address the evolved
functions of 111oral judgme11t or refer to ge11eric and vague fu11ctions, such as the folk
wisdom that n1orality holds society togetl1er.
In parallel, evolutio11ary scholars have
viewed n1orality through the le11s of altruism. Starting with Darwin (1871), this was
primari ly a theoretical problem, asking
how natural selection cot1ld favor altrt1istic
behavior. Researchers developed models to
show how cooperation ca11 evolve, including
the conditions and abilities it requires. This
worl< yielded a11 i111pressive array of theories,
includi11g ki11 selection, reciprocity, partner
choice, a11d costly signaling. Evolutio11ary
researcl1ers tested these 1nodels in thousands
of empirical studies, often on nonhuman
animals, and many models have extremely
impressive en1pirical support.
However, very little work i11 the evolutionary tradition meast1res, or even engages
with, 111oral judgment. R esearchers with an
evolutio11ary perspective have largely assumed that cooperatio11 and morality are
the same thing (e.g., de Waal, 1996; Krebs,
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2005; Ridley, 1996; Wright, 1994). Hence
there is a stark divide between n1oral psychology, which h.as proceeded with relatively
little theory, and evolutionary accounts of
morality, largely u11informed by empirical
findings fro1n 1noral psycholc>gy.
Haidt (2007, 2012) began to fuse these
two research traditions. He combir1ed moral
psychology, cross-cultt1ral research, and
evolutionary theories to create a set of ft1ndamenta l moral fot1ndations, each grou11ded by differe11t evolu.tionary models- kin
selection, reciprocity, group cooperation,
don1ina11ce hierarchies, and pathogen avoidance. Tl1e result was an in1pressive overarchi11g theory tl1at 11ad stror1g appeal botl1 for
n1oral psycl1ologists a11d for evolutio11ary
researchers.
Haidt's moral foundations theory is an
impressive attern pt to reconc ile moral psychology with evolution. H owever, the account misses distinctive elements of human
morality. The evolutionary ideas that anirnate 111oral foundations theory apply to
many different anin1al species, but moral
jt1dgn1ent is ar1 extreme and unt1sualpossibly unique-human trait, analogous to
an elephant's trunk. If researchers applied
only broad theories abot1t animal noses to
u11derstand a11 elepha11t's trunk, they would
be 1nissing the tru11k's unique grasping and
commu11ication abilities.
T he theories underlyi11g tl1e n1oral foundatio11s explai11 why people show behaviors
sucl1 as pare11tal care, trade, ai1d don1ina11ce.
But they do not explain why people make
moral judgments about these l)ehaviors. To
return to the opening example, reciprocity
theory does not explain why people n1orally
judge the act of exchanging sex for money,
especially because prostitution is an excl1ange. Similarly, i1one of the four1datior1s
explain why moral judgrnent fc>ct1ses particu larly on actior1s and differs in this respect from people's decisions about \velfare,
precat1tions, economics, and conventior1s.
Traditional evolutionary models predict
consequentialist rather than deontological
mecha11isn1s (DeScioli & Kurzban, 2009a).
Last, traditional evolutio11ary 111odels d.o not
explain \vhy people disagree about n1orality
and why .they debate the n1oral rules in their
community.

Th e side-taking theory develops additional gan1e-theoretic tools to understand
what is distinctive about human moral judgment. R ather than using previous evolutionary inodels, it develops a new inodel based
on side-tal<ing ga1nes to explain tl1e unique
l1umar1 bel1aviors revealed by moral psychology. It addresses why huma11s assign moral
values to actions, ar1nounce moral judgments to other individuals, debate moral
rules, and show aggression toward wrongdoers. It provides a11 ex planatio11 for why
moral judg1ne11t is deontological rather tha11
conseqt1entialist, why punishn1ent is ain1ed
at retribution rather tl1an deterre11ce, why
judg111ents are l1eld to an ideal of in1partiality, and why moral rules vary over time
and across cultures. We propose that these
moral phenomena result from an evolved
strategy for choosing sides in disputes. As
such, n1oral judgment is part of a larger repertoire of adaptations for managing one's
own and others' conflicts, including the
cog11itive abilities to assess a11 opponent's
fighting power, recognize property cc>nve11tio11s, a11d form alliances (D eScioli & Karpoff, 2015; D eScioli, Karpoff, & De Freitas,
2017; DeScioli & Kurzban, 200911; DeScioli,
Rosa, & Gutchess, 2015; DeScioli & Wilson, 2011).

Theoretical Stance
T he side-taki11g theory differs fron1 other
theories in how it treats sc>me debates in the
literature and, more important, in the ft1nctions it proposes for moral mechanisms.
First, on the perennial issue of whether
morality is universal or culturally relative,
some scholars assume that an evolutionary
basis for morality implies that ht11na11s will
have a s1nall set of universal moral rules a11d,
further, tl1at ct1ltural variation t111der1nir1es
evolutionary accounts (e.g., Prinz, 2007).
The side-taking theory, in contrast, holds
that humans possess the evolved ability to
create and learn new moral rules so tl1at
they ca11 be tailored to new types of conflict.
As a result, 1noral cognition is, ii1 itself, u11iversal, wl1ile at the san1e ti1ne n1oral rules
differ across groups and witl1i11 groups over
time. So111e rules are 1nore st able tl1an otl1ers
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because they tend to be supported by majorities, such as ru les against lying, stealing,
and killing, whereas oth er rules a.re more
variable because they receive mixed support,
such as rules about p.ron1iscuity and drug
use.
Second, tl1ere is a related issue abc>ut
whether morality is inr1ate or learned. We
take the position that learning car1not occur
without innate mechanisms specialized for
learning in that domain (Pinker, 1989), S<)
the usL1al dichotomy is misleading. Tl1e sidetaki11g theory holds that inoral cognitio11
includes mecl1anisms for lear11ing tl1e active n1oral rules i11 the social environme11t,
including differe11t rules for different subgroups and types of i11teractio11s. It further
holds that people do nc)t only passively internal ize the group's rL1les but rather, they
actively advocate for self-serving rules and
readily violate rul es when they can get away
with it.
Third, there is a debate about \vhether
n1ora l judgr11ent is intt1itive or deliberative.
The side-tal<ir1g theory holds that moral
judgme11t is largely unconscious, like ma11y
complex cognitive processes. However, a
critical part of its function is to perst1ade
other people to take the same side. For this
purpose, people 11ave the a bility to formulate tl1eir moral judgme11ts i11to la11guage so
they can be announced to others. Moreover,
people can simulate n1oral debates in their
private thoughts in order to build i11ore convi11cing moral argu111ents. These con1mu11icative elements explain vvhy moral judgment
has a deliberative component.
Fourth, there is a question about whether
moral judgment is a single process or mul tiple processes (DeScioli & Kurzban, 2009a;
DeScioli, Asao, & Kurzban, 2012). We
first note tl1at every r11ajor cog11itive ability
includes a large 11umber of processes, jt1st
as any software applicatic)n does. The real
question is whether moral judgment's many
processes are unified by an overarching
function, jt1st as word processing or e-n1ail
applications have overarching functions .
The side-taking theory holds that n1oral
judgn1ent is i11deed u11ified. i11 this sense because it is structured by the primary fu11ction of choosing sides i11 disputes. I11 order
to perform this functic)n, moral cognition
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interacts with a wide array of mechanisms
specialized for different areas of social life,
including mechanisms for processing kin relations, reciprocity, property, hierarchy, and
coalitior1s. This is, agair1, analogous to the
complex interactions of apps for e-111ail, photos, and social 11etvvorks on n1oderr1 phor1es.
Nevertheless, moral cognition is a distinct
and unified program organized around the
problem of choosing sides.
Last, the side-taking theory differs in the
functions it proposes for moral cognitio11.
Broadly, the primary f u11ction of moral
judg1ne11t is i1ot to guide one's own behavior (co11science) but to judge other people's
bel1avior (conden1nation). The co11science
cornponent of moral judgrne11t is essentially
defensive. People morally evaluate their own
potential actions in order to avoid other
people's conden1nation. Because conscience
functions to simu late and avoid condemnation, the structure of moral judgment is
best understood frorn the conden111er's perspective. Conde1n11ers face the problern of
choosing sides and doir1g SC) in a landscape
of prior loyalties and status hierarchies. The
side-taki11g theory uses this adaptive problem to t1nderstand how moral judgment
work.s, differing fron1 cooperation theories
tl1at view morality as designed to n1otivate
good behavior.

Evidence
There is, of course, a tremendous amc)unt of
evidence about how moral judgments operate. We focus on a few patterns of evidence
that we think are crucial for inferring the
functions of moral judgment . .First and foremost, we think any theory of morality must
explair1 wl1y moral judgn1ent focuses on the
actions people cl1oose rather than only on
the co11sequences they intend.
I11 moral i1hilosophy, consequentialism
is the idea that the rnora lity of an act depends only on the consequences of the act
(Sinnott-Armstrong, 2006). In contrast, de011tological theories are nonconsequentialist
because they also consider the category of
tl1e action, such as lyi11g or stealing, i11depe11de11t of the i11te11ded consequences. Tl1is
allows deontological pl1ilosopl1ers such as
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Kant to conclude, for example, that lying is
morally vvrong even if it can save lives (Kant,
1785/1993).
Many experiments in moral psychology show deontological patterns in people's
moral judg1ne11ts. A \111ell-k11ow11 example
is the finding that rnost people think it is
immoral to push one perso11 off of a footbridge in order to save five people from
being killed by a runaway trolley. In this
case, people judge the action of killing to
be 111orally wro11g, even if leads to better
consequences (fewer deaths). !11 ai1 i11teresti11g contrast, however, most people think it
is permissible to switch the trolley to a side
track, wl1ere it will kill 011e person, to save
the five people 011 the 111ai11 tracl<. These
results, and many others like them (Baron,
1994; Baron & Spranca, 1997; De Fre itas,
DeScioli, Nemirow, Massenkoff, & I)inker,
in press; DeScioli, Bruening, & Ku rzban,
2011; DeScioli, Christn.er, & Kurzban,
2011; Kurzban et al., 2012; Mikhail, 2007;
Tetlock, 2003; Wald1nan11 & Dieterich,
2007), illustrate that people's evalt1atio11s of
the vvrongness of actions depends 011 the details of tl1e actions themselves, as opposed to
the intended outcomes (which are the same
in both the footbridge and switch cases).
This basic observatio11 is not predicted
by 111any pro111ine11t theories of 111orality.
We take a 111on1ent to come at tl1is problen1 obliquely because it is easy to overlook.
Co11sider a different co11text- pare11tal care.
Kin selection theory explains why some organisms are designed to provide resot1rces
to offspring and also explains how parents
make trade-offs when allocating resot1rces
across multiple offspring (Hamilton, '1964;
Trivers, 1974). Now in1agine that researchers observed a species of bird i11 vvhich mothers sometimes eject eggs from the nest. Tl1e
researchers propose that this ejectio11 behavior maximizes inclt1sive fit11ess by optimally
allocating resources to higher qua lity eggs
while ejecting lower quality eggs.
Notice first that this is a specific consequentialist ft1nction: Mothers n1ax imize a
consequ.ence: inclusive fitness . T his n1akes
sense becat1se natural selection is a process
driven by co11seque11ces, and organis111s are
usually consec..1ue11tialist- 111ost animals do
not shy from killing, lying, stealing, infanticide, siblicide, or cannibalism when they can

n1axin1ize fi tness by doing so (e.g., Mock,
2004).
T he allocation hypothesis for ejection
makes specific predictions tied to its proposed fu nction. A mother bird's ejection
behavic>r should be sensitive to factors that
affect costs and benefits, such as the number
of other eggs, the scarcity of food i11 the environment , the risk of predatio11, or the age
and reproductive potential of the mother.
What if, instead, researcl1ers observed
that a n1other's ejections depended pri1narily
on the egg's color, ii1dependent of its quality or the nu111ber of other eggs? T his observation would constitute an a1101naly left
unexplained by the theory. If it was fou11d
repeatedly, over a nd over, that the color of
the eggs overrides the cost-benefit calculus
of k in selection, then the parental allocation
hypothesis would be called into question.
Recogni zing the theory's failure, researchers might look further and find that this
bird species is parasitized by cuckoo eggs
that tend to differ i11 color (Brooke & Davies, 1988). Suppose it tt1rns ot1t that the
1nother's ejection behavior is not desig11ed
to optirnally distribute resources among her
offspring but rather to remove cuckoo parasites. In this case, the theory's einpirical failu.re would allow researchers to discover a11
altogether different type of expla11ation.
N ow consider a theory of lnorality that
proposes tl1at 111oral judgn1ents are designed
to i1nprove the overall welfare of families,
friends, or groups (de Waal, 1996; Krebs,
2005; R idley, 1996; Wright, 1994). Stich
theories predict that people should condemn
and desire to punish acts depending· on tf1e
welfare consequences. In particular, people
shot1 ld condem11 acts that lead to aggregate
fitness losses a11d 11ot co11den1n acts tl1at lead
to fit11ess gai11s. The way i11 whicl1 these
gains and losses are realized-analogous to
t he color of the eggs-should be irreleva11t.
Evide11ce that people's moral judgments
closely track the way gains are produced, the
particular actions taken, the means by whicl1
goals are sought, is evidence against the welfare-in1provement tl1eory. Eve11 worse for the
theory is the co11den1natio11 of actions that
produce obvious and large \111elfare gains. If
111oral judgment were for improving welfare,
pt1shing the man off of the footbridge shot1ld
be praiseworthy, not blameworthy.
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Argt1ably still worse fo r altru ism theori es a re moral ru les that guarantee welfare
losses. Across cultures, moral .rt1les prohibit
any number of victimless, mutually profita ble transactions. Historically, an obvious
exa111ple is the prohibition agai11st charging
interest, which preve11ts mutt1ally profitable
loans. In India, the prohibition against killing cows has long caused substant ia l harms
(St1ri, 2015). Any number of similar rules
continue
to t1ndermine potential welfare
.
ga111s.
We suggest that the tremendous array of
data sho\vi11g that people's judg1ne11ts are
deontological, along witl1 tl1e ubiquity of
welfare-destroying n1oral rules, all constitute serious evidence agai11st welfare-based
theories of mora lity.
The side-tak ing hypothes is does not run
afoul of these problems. This th eory requires that a rule is known and that its violation can be recognized by observers; because
rules are for coordinated side-taking rather
tha11 welfare-enhancement, they ca11 i11clude
a wide range of cc>11te11ts, includi11g welfaredestroying conte11ts. In short, deo11tological
judgme11t is a set of observations that is, we
think, fatal for welfare theories but consistent with the side-taki11g theory.
There are several other areas of active research that provide evidence relevant to tl1e
side-taki11g hypotl1esis. First, research has
found that people's tendency to lnora lize a11
issue depends on tl1eir power and allia11ces
(Jensen & Peterse11, 2011; Peterse11, 2013).
This evidence st1pports the idea that moral
judgernent is a strategy that people selectively deploy depend ing on whether they are
n1ost advantaged when others choose sides
according to moral judgment, power, or allia11ces. Seco11d, the side-taking tl1eory poi11ts
to impartiality as a core feature of moral
jt1dgme11t because it is desig11ed as a11 alter11ative to partial allia11ces. Recent \~Ork on
fairness judgn1ents poi11ts to a similar role
for impartiality in suppressing alliances in
the contex t of allocating resources (Shaw,
2013). T hird, tl1e side-taking 11ypothesis
en1phasizes variability i11 moral rules a11d
also people's debates and arguments about
which inora l r ules will structure side-taking
i11 their com1nu11ity. Consistent with this
idea, research shows that people actively
advocate for the moral rules that most ad-
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vantage them over other people (Aar0e &
.Petersen, 2013; DeScioli et al., 2014; Kurzban et al., 2010; Petersen , Aar0e, Jensen, &
Curry, 2014; Tybur, Lieberman, Kurzban,
& DeScio li, 2013).

Extension and Expansion
One area for expansion is investigating how
people decide whether to enter conflicts and
which side-taki11g strategy to use if they do
so. T he dynan1ic coordi11ation hypothesis
proposes that morality is designed around
tl1e proble1n of taki11g sides in disputes, but
it does 11ot re<.1uire that people always use
inoral judgn1e11t to choose sides. 111 so111e situations, one rnight choose to side wi th , for
exa mple, one's close relative or ally or w ith
the higher-status individual. Th e best strategy depends on the detai ls of the sitt1ation.
We predict th.at people will use .m oral judgn1ent to choose sides as a function of features of the situation, such as the magnitude
of the inoral violatio11, the relative status
of the individuals involved, the number of
observers to the actions, and other elements
that affect an individual's costs and l->enefits
in the side-taking game.
The side-taki11g proposal also raises the
question of why observers do 11ot always sit
out of disputes to avoid any figl1ting costs to
tl1en1selves. Indeed, if tl1ere were 110 social
costs to sitti11g out, then the dy11an1ic coordinatio11 hypothesis would be contradicted,
because players wot1ld not have an incentive
to choose sides in the first place. However,
we st1spect th at sitt ing out is often costly
and damages preexisting relationships, especially vvh.en conflicts i11clude one's friends
and allies. One goal for future research is to
measure the damage to relationships caused
by sitti11g out c>f co11flicts when 011e's friends
and allies are involved. Insofar as 011e of
the functio11s of frie11dship is to cultivate
allies whe11 disputes arise (DeScioli, Kt1rzban, Koch, & Liben-Novvell, 2011; DeScioli
& Kurzba11, 2009b; DeScioli & Kurzban,
2011), we suspect that failing to come to a
friend's aid i11 conflicts will i11deed da1nage
tl1ese relationsl1ips, possibly to the same degree as sidi11g agai11st 011e's frie11d. If so, then
when an observer is confronted by a d ispute
between two of their friends, sitting out
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might, in some cases, be the worst option
because it damages both relatio11ships. Further, siding against a friend who is morally
wrong (e.g., someone who lied or cheated)
n1ight 11ot damage tl1at relationship as mucl1
as whe11 tl1e friend is i11 tl1e rigl1t, because
at least tl1e frie11d could still count on the
observer's support when they are not in the
wrong in the future. A.dditional work can
exa1nine how observers manage trade-offs
betvveen CO()rdinating with other observers
and minimizing damage to their own relationsl1ips with each side of the dispute.
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